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Abstract. Robotic assistants are being developed to assist with a range
of tasks at work and home. Besides designing and developing such robotic
assistants, a key issue that needs to be addressed is showing that they are
both safe and trustworthy. We discuss our approach to this using formal
verification, simulation-based testing and formative user evaluation.
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1 Introduction
Robotic Assistants are now being designed to help us at work and at home, e.g.,
in our everyday activities or in health-care scenarios. A robotic assistant can do
a variety of things, from simply fetching your glasses or helping you put together
flat-pack furniture, to running a bath, and even analysing your health needs. A
wide range of robotic assistants is currently under development within academia
and industry, from surgery and rehabilitation robots to flexible manufacturing
robots. These all indicate a rise in development and use of robotic technologies.
At the present time, the major challenge no longer lies in producing such
robotic helpers, but in demonstrating that they are safe and trustworthy. The
Trustworthy Robotic Assistants project1 aims to address exactly this. Specifi-
cally, we propose a holistic approach to developing and providing a unified safety
framework for human–robot interaction (HRI). It combines our previous expe-
riences with formal verification (e.g., [4]), simulation-based testing (e.g. [3]) and
formative user evaluation (e.g. [1, 2]). Based on this combination of techniques,
we aim to tackle the holistic analysis of safety and trustworthiness in HRI.
2 Research Approach
In practice, no single verification/validation technique is adequate to cover all
safety aspects of an HRI scenario. Therefore the analysis of trustworthiness in
robotic assistants requires a combination of different techniques.
Formal verification can exhaustively analyse all of the robot’s possible choices,
but uses a vastly simplified environmental model. Simulation-based testing of
1 http://www.robosafe.org/
2human–robot interactions can be carried out in a fast, directed way and involves
a much more realistic environmental model, but is essentially selective and does
not take into account true human interaction. Formative user evaluation pro-
vides exactly this validation, constructing a comprehensive analysis from the
human participant’s point of view. Though non-trivial to achieve, this combined
approach will be very powerful. Not only will analysis from one technique stim-
ulate new explorations for the others, but each distinct technique actually reme-
dies some of the deficiencies of the others. Therefore, this combination provides
a new, strong, comprehensive, end-to-end verification and validation method for
assessing safety in human-robot interactions.
We start with the user requirements, which are transformed into a system
specification that formally describes the HRI framework and characterizes all
components of the framework: the assumptions about the human behaviour, the
robot and the environment, the HRI protocols, and the expected outcomes of
interactions between these components. The key components of the specification,
presented as explicit requirements, include the safety of the human and the
environment. The system is designed according to the specification and will be
implemented with real robots, based on ROS 2 platforms. Formal verification will
verify that the design is correct with respect to the specification, and simulation-
based methods will verify the system design against the implementation. To
strengthen our approach, simulation-based methods will be applied to verify the
implementation against the specification. Finally, the end-user evaluation will
validate our implementation with regard to the initial user requirements.
We will be developing a unified safety framework for HRI. This framework
can be used to generate evidence of the correctness of robotic assistants, allowing
them to gain the trust of their users. The safety and trustworthiness components
provided by the Trustworthy Robotic Assistants project will inform future safety
standards and will eventually contribute to professional safety assessment.
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